
The Azure Batch Rendering service offers cloud-scale 
rendering capabilities on a pay-per-use basis. The 
Batch Rendering service handles job scheduling and 
queueing, managing failures and retries, and 
auto-scaling for your render jobs. The Batch 
Rendering service supports Autodesk Maya, 3ds Max, 
Arnold, and V-Ray. The Batch plug-in for Maya 2017 
makes it easy to start a rendering job on Azure right 
from your desktop.

With Maya and 3ds Max, you can run jobs using the 
BatchLabs desktop application or the Batch 
Templates CLI. Using the Azure Batch CLI, you can 
run Batch jobs without writing code. Instead, you can 
use template files to create Batch pools, jobs, and 
tasks. 

Supported applications
The Batch Rendering service currently supports the 
following applications:

• Autodesk Maya
• Autodesk 3ds Max
• Autodesk Arnold for Maya
• Autodesk Arnold for 3ds Max
• Chaos Group V-Ray for Maya (still in Preview)
• Chaos Group V-Ray for 3ds Max (still in Preview)

Graphics and rendering application licensing

Azure Batch pools can optionally be configured with 
graphics and rendering applications installed, where 
the application licensing is handled by Batch and the 
application costs are billed by Batch alongside the VM 
costs. As with the VM costs, the applications are 
charged per minute for the lifetime of each VM.

With Azure Batch, No license servers or complicated 
networking required, just launch virtual machines with 
the applications you need and pay for compute 
resources and also software license embedded in the 
Azure labs portal on an on-demand basis, instead of 
buying hundreds of licenses from Autodesk

1- Create a Batch Pool of compute nodes 
in Batch account inside Azure account. 

2- These nodes are the virtual machines that 
will execute your tasks.

Virtual Machines can be created & defined in 
the Pool, in addition to the pre-set OS and the 
needed applications. 

3- Create a Batch job to run the workload on 
the pool of compute nodes. When you create 
a job, you associate it with a Batch pool.

4- Add tasks to the job. When you add tasks 
to a job, the Batch service automatically 
schedules the tasks for execution on the 
compute nodes in the pool. Each task uses 
the application that you uploaded/ assigned 
to process the input files.

5-As the tasks run, you can query Batch 
to monitor the progress of the job and its 
tasks. Your client application or service 
communicates with the Batch service 
over HTTPS.

6- As the tasks complete, they can 
upload their result data to Azure Storage. 
You can also retrieve files directly from 
the file system on a compute node.

7- When your monitoring detects that the 
tasks in your job have completed, your 
client application or service can 
download the output data for further 
processing or evaluation.  
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How does it work!

Charges:

Rendering Time / Hour X
(cost/hour of (VM+ Apps) X (Qty of VM)) + Storage Cost = Actual Cost

Autodesk Maya AED2.5/VM/Hour
Autodesk 3ds Max AED2.5/VM/Hour
Autodesk Arnold  AED0.1/VM/Hour


